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UPDATE  

The EFRT has had a busy start to the summer months, developing new initiatives for the 

summer and implementing improvements to the service for the upcoming academic year. 

Overall, the EFRT has been doing well and is looking forward to many of these exciting 

initiatives in the year ahead. Current initiatives discussed in this report include developing 

a promotion campaign for fall recruitment, enhancing ongoing first aid courses, and 

planning the National Conference for Campus Emergency Responders (NCCER) to be held 

in February of 2017. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

Service usage is primarily 

reflected in the number of 

instances in which the EFRT is 

activated during a given period 

of time. Overall call volume has 

increased compared to the same 

period of time during the 

summer programs in 2014 and 

2015. The majority of these calls 

for medical assistance remain 

within the areas of 

musculoskeletal injuries, soft-tissue injuries, and head, neck & spinal injuries. This positive 

finding can be attributed to the efficacy of Public Relations efforts to increase overall 

service awareness within the McMaster Community, and thus will serve as a source of 

encouragement to continue with similar efforts to improve our online presence. Analysis 

of these calls indicates that both the overall call volume along with the relative proportion 

of ambulance calls have increased since last summer. This data does not necessarily mean 

that the campus environment has become more dangerous, since medical emergencies are 

sporadic and unpredictable. An additional factor that potentially contributed to the 

increased number of ambulances required is the overall experience of summer responders. 

The core group of summer responders, on average, has less responding experience than in 

the previous summer, and thus are likely most comfortable to definitively transfer care to 
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Hamilton EMS, whereas a more experienced responder may be more comfortable releasing 

a patient in care of self or a bystander.  

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

The EFRT has participated in various events over the past month, including May at Mac, 

Dundas Buskerfest, and Spring Convocation. The summer executives are working on a 

number of initiatives to improve internal operations and the quality of the service provided 

to the McMaster community during the academic year. These initiatives include gathering 

additional teaching resources to improve the quality of first aid courses, developing a 

promotion campaign for the fall recruitment process, coordinating a social media strategy 

to improve our online presence, and upgrading team training resources. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

The EFRT has recently been selected by the Association of Campus Emergency Response 

Teams (ACERT) to host the National Conference for Campus Emergency Responders 

(NCCER) in February of 2017. The conference will be taking place over the weekend of 

Friday February 17th, 2017 – Monday February 20th, 2017 and will bring members of 

campus emergency response teams to the McMaster campus for a weekend of lectures, 

skills workshops, and competition. A conference planning committee within the EFRT has 

been formed with a number of responders taking on a leadership opportunity within the 

team. The committee is in the initial stages of planning the conference and is very excited 

for the year ahead. Additionally, the year executive team is in the initial stages of planning 

for the fall recruitment process and reviewing changes that were made in the previous year. 

 

BUDGET  
EFRT Select Budget Accounts 

For the Period Ended June 10, 2016 

Budget Line Current Budget Percentage 

Spent 

2015 Budget Percentage 

Spent 

SUMMER FUNDS $                  3,750.00 79% $                  3,750.00 79% 

WAGES $              38,000.00 5.2% $              38,000.00 12% 

TEAM SUPPLIES $            13,000.00 2.3% $            12,000.00 0.3% 

PUBLIC ED. $              19,000.00 1.2% $              16,000.00 30% 

COURSE REV. $            (62,500.00) Unknown $            (55,000.00) 11.1% 

The focus of summer spending remains centered on managing first aid courses and team 

supplies, although spending to date in these areas is notably lower than in previous years. 

This can be attributed to large supply orders that were made at the end of the previous fiscal 

year to restock team supplies and prepare for upcoming summer first aid courses. Course 

revenues for the previous month will be reflected in the upcoming financial statement, 

which should be on track to generate a budgeted 14% increase in revenues, considering 

that all courses in May and June have reached maximum capacity. Additionally, wages for 

event responding have not yet been paid as they were at this time in previous years, since 

spring convocation ceremonies remain ongoing. Overall, the EFRT is on track to maintain 

a budget that is similar to previous years for regular service operation, and focus will shift 

towards investing in the projects listed above that will improve the quality of the service 

moving forward. 
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VOLUNTEERS 

The EFRT is very fortunate to have a handful of dedicated volunteers who contribute to 

the summer program on a daily basis. These volunteers have maintained a positive attitude 

towards the EFRT and continue to respond with enthusiasm and excitement each and every 

day. Further, volunteers who are out-of-town during the summer are eagerly becoming 

involved with new initiatives and have shown tremendous excitement for the year to come.  

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

The largest challenge presented to the EFRT within the past month is the limited number 

of responders able to run shifts throughout the summer. Aside from the seven summer 

executives serving as the core group of summer responders, there remain only four other 

responders who have volunteered for one or more shifts within the past month. The summer 

executive has done a fantastic job at supporting one another to keep team morale high, and 

thus further emphasis will be placed on improving volunteer appreciation in the coming 

months to support these responders. 

 

SUCCESSES  

The EFRT has been successful in maintaining a high quality of Emergency Medical Care 

provided to the McMaster community during the summer months, despite the challenges 

listed above. Given that every first aid course in May and June has reached maximum 

capacity, it can be said that the EFRT has also been successful in the promotion and 

implementation of these courses.  


